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A

In this thesiswe explore three different families ofmodels for decisions under risk:
expected utility, non-linear expected utility and cumulative utility. We also look
at sign dependency with is featured in Kahneman and Tversky’s Prospect Theory
of which we do a small sample parameter estimation. In addition thoughts on
cumulative prospects are also presented.

S

I denna uppsats utforskar vi tr betydelsefulla familjer av modeller är beslutsfat-
tande under risk: expected utility, icke-linjär expected utility och cumulative util-
ity. Vi tittar ävenpå teckenberoendemodeller somKahnemanochTverskys Prospect
Theory där vi även skattar parametrar med en småskalig undersökning. Slutligen
så presenteras även några tankar om sammansatta sannolikheter.
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1 I

Decision-making under risk and or uncertainty is an economical subject rarely
taught before an intermediate level, this is a great loss. For if we consider the real
world there are few, if any, situations which involve neither uncertainty nor risk,
and we could easily find examples of situations of the opposite kind. Three such
examples are: whether one should carry an umbrella when leaving home in the
morning; whether or not one should commute to work; or whether or not to invest
in a certain education. For each of those choices the utility is highly dependent on
external factors, which one can view as random.

Consider for instance the choice whether to take an umbrella or not. When
leaving home we weigh the utility of the umbrella against the cost in form of the
inconvenience of carrying around an umbrella for the whole day. Since the in-
convenience is far lower than the utility given that there will be a downpour later
one should always carry an umbrella. We could also see that if it never rains the
umbrella is useless. However, if we do not live on Antartica we are among the
individuals that, at some times, experience rain. As individuals who live in places
where it does, at times, rain we can never be entirely sure that it will or will not
rain. Thus we have introduced a randomness into the decision, and so it cannot
be treated like any artificial decision.

In this thesis we shall survey the subject of risky decision-making or, perhaps
more correct, decisions involving randomness. We will naturally begin with the
expected utility theory by John Von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern in section
2.1. We shall also look at the times the expected utility fails, and in section 2.2
we will work trough some models which rectifies the issues with expected utility
associated with the Allais paradox. Among those models at is Prospect Theory
by Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky; this theory awarded Kahneman with the
Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences inMemory of AlfredNobel of 2002.
Additionally we explore the cumulative utility models which elagantly introduce
a way to express pessimism and optimism in the mathematics.

Section 3 is an example of an estimation. Finally in section 2.6 an attempt at a
theory on compounded probabilities are attempted based on Bar-Hillel’s empiri-
cal work on the subject.
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2 T

Beforeweproceed furtherweneed somenotation, First define S as a set containing
a finite amounts of possible states, a state space. An event is a subset A of the
state space S. For example, observing five consecutive tails when tossing a coin
constitutes an event, as do observing a certain number in a lottery. Similarly x is
defined to be an outcome, such as receiving one hundred SEK, and X is the set of
all possible outcomes.

Definition 1. Let S be a state space and X a set of outcomes. A pospect, f is then
a mapping S 7→ X , assigning to each event in S an outcome in X . Furthermore, let
F be the set of all prospects.

Definition 2. Let S be a state space then a probability measure is a function
P : S → R that satisfies the following:

1. P : S → [0,1];

2. P(S) = 1 and P( /0) = 0;

3. Let Ai ⊂ S for all i then P(
∪

i Ai) =
∪

iP(Ai);

4. If Ai ⊂ A j then P(Ai)< P(A j).

We may then use the probability measure to see which value can be expected
from a prospect f .

Definition 3. Let S be a state space with probability measure P, let X be a set of
outcomes and f : S → X a prospect. If the integral E[ f ] =

∫
f dP exists we say that

it is the expected value of the prospect f .

While Definition 3 allows for the state space to be uncountable we will, as we
assume that S is finite, consider the case where E[ f ] is a sum rather than an inte-
gral. In the next section we will elaborate on the expected value and use it in an
example.
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2.1 T S P P E U

We will now apply the expected value to a problem known as the St Petersburg
paradox. This problem consists of a player, Paul, who is about to participate in a
game, and the rules of the game are simple: a fair coin is tossed until it land heads
up. When it does the game ends and Paul is paid depending on howmany rounds
the game lasted. If the coin land heads up the first round Paul will be paid one
ducat. Would the game last two rounds Paul would be paid two ducats instead,
and so forth: doubling the amount paid for each additional round.

As the influential events, such as two consecutive heads, in the St Petersburg
paradox are countable we do violate the fact that the state space should be finite.
However, may still treat the expected value as a sum rather than an integral. Be-
cause S is countable we shall develop some useful shorthand notation, which we
will use for the remainder of the thesis. Let {Ai} ⊂ S be an enumeration of the
events of S then define pi = P(Ai), similarly let fi = f (Ai). We shall use this no-
tation whenever the interesting events of S are countable. For the St Petersburg
paradox we let i be the number of rounds and we let f be a prospect representing
the outcomes of the paradox. Thus the expected value E[ f ] =V [ f ] of n rounds is:

V ( f ) =
n

∑
i=1

pi fi.

This way of writing the value function V is a convention we will stick with as in
the remainder of the thesis as only finite, and thus countable, state spaces will be
considered.

Now, the monetary value of the prospect f is 2i−1 at toss i and the probability
of the coin being tossed i times is 1

2i . If we insert these numbers into the expected
value equation and let the number of rounds go to infinity we get

V [ f ] = lim
n→∞

n

∑
i=1

1
2i 2

i−1 =
∞

∑
i=1

1
2
= ∞.

From this reasoning we can understand that a player Paul, who trusts the ex-
pected value, would be prepared to pay everything he got in order to participate.
In fact, individuals are, in general, willing to pay more than the expected value
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in order to participate in many lotteries and games. Despite this propensity to
overpay for lotteries many of us would say that Paul is unwise if he were to pay
a large amount to participate in this specific game. As an example if Paul were
to pay 8192 ducats to play then the game would have to run 14 rounds for Paul to
break even. The probability that Paul will lose at least half hismoney is then about
eighty percent, and in half of the games Paul would lose all but one of his ducats.
So, even though one can expect to win a lot of money it is still a bad game. This is
the contradiction at the heart of the St Petersburg Paradox.

As a solution to the paradox Bernoulli (1954) presented hismodel, later known
as the Expected Utility Theory. Note that the original article was presented in
1738. Bernoulli’s model combine the notion of expected value from statistics and
mathematics with that of utility from economics. Specifically Bernoulli propose
a logarithmic utility function u(x) = ln(x) which reduce the weight of large but
improbable gains. Mathematically we have that the value V [ f ] of the game is
V [ f ] = ∑∞

i=1
1
2i ln(2i−1), or approximately 0.6931.

An extension to this work is made by Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1953)
who axiomatized the theory of utility under risk. The following are the axioms by
von Neumann and Morgenstern.

Assumption 1. Let< be a preference relation, ormathematically a binary order,
on F then < satisfies the following.

1. Completeness of <: for all f ,g ∈ F either f < g or g < f .

2. Transitivity of <: for all f ,g,h ∈ F then f < g and g < h implies f < h.

3. Continuity of<: for each ordered triple f < g < h in F there is a probability
p such that p f +(1− p)h ∼ g.

In addition to the assumptions above we need the independence axiom, which
was left implicit by von Neumann andMorgenstern. The following formulation of
the independence axiom is presented by Machina (1982).

Assumption 2 (Independence). A risky prospect f is weakly preferred (i.e. pre-
ferred or indifferent) to a risky prospect g if and only if a p : (1− p) chance of f
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or h respectively is weakly preferred to a p : (1− p) chance of g or h, for arbitrary
positive probability p and prospects f ,g, and h

The strength of the axiomatization by von Morgenstern and Neumann is that
for any individual satisfying assumptions 2 and 1 we have that for a preference
relation < on F .

f < g ⇔ ∑
S

piu( fi)≥ ∑
S

piu(gi)∀ f ,g ∈ F .

This is very similar to the result for utility functions, and indeed the sum consti-
tutes an order-isomorphism between F and R. However, we will not say that the
sum is a utility function. Rather we shall say that it is a value function, as it is
derived from the expected value. Thus we can write the valueV of a prospect f as:

V ( f ) = ∑
S

piu( fi). (1)

By using this representation we have a robust and simple representation of the
preferences among prospects.

However, as described by Allais (1953) there are problems with Expected Util-
ity, and it has subsequently been criticized. Mainly the criticism regards the inde-
pendence axiom and a well known example of a problem that violates the axiom
is the Allais paradox. This paradox is presented in its original form in Table I. In
the Allais paradox the decision maker, or DM, is supposed to first chose between
prospects A and B, then between prospects C and D.

TABLE I: The Allais Paradox

Prospect A Prospect B
100 million francs 1.0 100 million francs 0.89

500 million francs 0.1
0 francs 0.01

Prospect C Prospect D
100 million francs .11 500 million francs 0.10

0 francs .89 0 francs 0.9
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The following is a quite important and the reader is advised to try and under-
stand what happens. If the DM chose A over B it means that A < B and thus by
Expected Utility, EU, we have that

u(100)> 0.89u(100)+0.1u(500)+0.01u(0).

If we then subtract 0.89u(100) and add 0.89u(0) on both sides we get

0.11v(100)+0.89v(0)> 0.1v(500)+0.9v(0).

However, with the value function of EU this is V [C] ≥ V [D], which is the same as
C < D. Thus, within EU: A < B ⇔ C < D. In spite of this it is quite common to
empirically observe violations of this i.e. subjects preferring prospects A and D
over B and D, respectively. Note that we are allowed to do the subtractions and
additions since the value function is additive.

2.2 N - E U

The problem presented by the Allais paradox prompted the introduction of a new
generation ofmodels; examples of these newmodels areHanda (1977) andKahne-
man and Tversky (1979). Defining for this new generation is not any mentionable
changes from the axioms of Expected Utility but rather the introduction of non
linear probabilities. For an intuitive understanding of these non-linear probabil-
ities one can consider how a utility function gives the individual a value of money
different from the value printed on paper. In the same way the DMmay perceive
the size of the probability differently from the true probability, exaggerating or
diminishing it.

Definition 4. Let S be a state space, P : S → [0,1] a probability measure and w :
[0,1] 7→ [0,1] a function. Then if w satisfies the conditions of Definition 2 we say
that w is a probability weight.

For the first generation of non-expectedutility theorieswehave for twoprospects
f and g:
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f < g ⇔
n

∑
i=1

w(pi)u( fi)≥
n

∑
i=1

w(pi)u(gi)

Thus, in for non-linear expected utility we have that the value function V is
given by:

V =
n

∑
i=1

w(pi)u( fi). (2)

As for the probability weight w Handa, Kahneman and Tversky as well as Ed-
wards (1954) note that empirical observations suggest an inverted S-shape of w.
As can be seen in Figure 1 the inverted S-shape would imply an overweighting
of small probabilities and underweighting of large. Additionally this implies that
the largest increase in value occurs when the probability goes from zero to a small
possibility or from a probability near certainty to certainty.

Figure 1: The figure shows the inverted s-shape of the suggested probability
weight (green), and the linear probability (blue) used in EU.
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In the context of probability weights one can talk about the Allais paradox in
the sense of an overweighting of the 1 % risk of receiving 0 franc in prospect B.
In other words the decision-maker may view the 1%-outcome a more influential
then it actually is. If we repeat the same steps for the Allais paradox done when
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we showed that A < B ⇔C < D within EU, then we would instead have that A < B

implies

[1−w(0.89)]v(100)+w(0.89)v(0)> w(0.1)v(500)+ [w(0.01)+w(0.89)]v(0). (3)

Whether or not equation 3 impliesC < D depends on the specific form of w. Thus,
shows that with the “right” weighting function the Allais Paradox is resolved. Al-
though this is a very nice result the theory of Handa and Prospect Theory have
both issues with stochastic dominance.

Definition 5. Let f and g be two prospects from S to X and < a preference rela-
tion on X . If f (A) < g(A) for all A ∈ S and f (A) ≻ g(A) for at least one A ∈ S then
we say that f stochastically dominates g. Similarly g is said to be stochastically
dominated by f .

As an example of this consider the tossing of a fair coin and two prospects
which both are won if the coin lands heads up. In the first you are paid 5 SEK and
in the second you are paid 10 SEK, then clearly the second is always better and
thus we say that the second stochstically dominates the first. If we require that
themodel should not predict the preference of stochastically dominated prospects
then the probability weights are necessarily linear (Fishburn 1978), and so suffers
from the same problem as EU. However, Prospect Theory by Tversky and Kahne-
man partially resolves this by inserting a phase before the evaluation called edit-
ing. In this phase, among other things, the stochastically dominated games are
supposedly edited out by the decision maker. Still, the problem with stochastic
dominance is present in every model where the probability weight w(pi) depends
on pi alone (Diecidue and Wakker 2001; Fishburn 1978)

2.3 C U

At large the issuewith stochastic dominance is solved by the introduction of cumu-
lative, or rank dependent, utility. The core idea of these models are summarized
in the following assumption by Diecidue and Wakker (2001).

Assumption 3. The decision weight π j of receiving outcome f j depends only on
its probability p j and its ranking position.
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Essentially the raking position requires us to look at the probabilities depen-
dent on how good the corresponding outcome is compared to all other possible
outcomes. The reader might have realized here that when the probability weight
depends on the placement of the outcome we need to decide a way to enumerate
the outcomes. If we for instance consider a fair dice it is natural to sort the out-
comes in a event-ascending way so that we begin by the outcome associated with
rolling a one, then rolling a two and so on. In the context of rank dependence we
need to instead order everything in a outcome-ascending way so that f1 4 . . .4 fn.
For the remainder of the section this is the order which is used.

Furthermore we will need comonotonicity and the following definition is due
to Wakker and Tversky (1993).

Definition 6. Let S be a state space and let f and g be prospects S 7→ X . If there
are no events i, j in S such that both f (i) ≻ f ( j) and g( j) ≻ g(i) then f and g are
comonotonic.

The intuition behind this is that we require that the events should be ordered in
the same way for both prospects when we order them by their outcomes. This has
the both prospects could be described by a single prospect. Importantly comonot-
nicity is connected to the Choquet integral, see (Choquet 1954), which is used in
many cumulative models. When one merely consider abstract prospects where
the events are only associated with a probability and not connected to a particular
real life event this is not a concern; but when we consider real life events we must
look at the prospect we are studying to decide whether they are comonotonic or
not. Alas, comonotonicity is a difficult concept to grasp and for a more illumi-
nating explanation the reader is referred to Gilboa (1987, p. 73) or Dhaene et al.
(2002) who applies comonotonicity to finance.

By requiring prospects to be conomonotonic Schmeidler (1989) derives a rep-
resentation of the preference ordering for subjective expected utility. While sim-
ilar regular and subjective probabilities are still quite different and since we have
not developed the mathematics here to state Schmeidler’s model we will not elab-
orate on it. Crucial to Schmeidler’s model is the usage of comonoticity to weaken
the theorem for subjective utility by Anscombe and Aumann corresponding inde-
pendence theorem for EU.
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Another similar model is the anticipated utility by Quiggin (1982) which is
equal to that of Schmeidler when one assume the axiom of stochastic dominance
(Wakker and Tversky 1993). Quiggin’s model is however not a subjective utility
model and thus fits with the theory developed earlier in this thesis. Characteristic
for this second generation of models is also the use of capacities as weights.

Definition 7. Let S be a state space, {Ai} ⊂ S events and π : S → [0,1] a function.
If π satisfies the following conditions we say that π is a capacity.

1. π( /0) = 0 and π(S) = 1;

2. π(Ai)> π(A j)⇔ A j ⊂ Ai;

Commonly the capacities of these models depend on the probability weight w

introduced earlier. Specifically, for i ∈ S = {1, . . . ,n} a common capacity is:

πi = w

(
i

∑
j=1

p j

)
−w

(
i−1

∑
j=1

p j

)
∀i ̸= 1 and π1 = w(p1).

By assuming that the prospects of F are pairwise comonotonic and using the
capacity π we have that for two prospects f and g

f < g ⇔
n

∑
i=1

πiu( fi)≥
n

∑
i=1

πiu( fi)

And by this we have that the within cumulative utility models the value function
V assumes the form

V =
n

∑
i=1

πiu( fi) =
n

∑
i=1

[
w

(
i

∑
j=1

p j

)
−w

(
i−1

∑
j=1

p j

)]
u(xi)

.

2.4 S D C P T

Before proceeding with the Cumulative Prospect Theory we will elaborate further
on the Prospect Theory by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). Discerning this the-
ory from Handa’s, as well as every previous model discussed in the thesis, is that
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the utility function of Prospect Theory depends on whether the outcome is pre-
ferred to some reference outcome, usually the initial endowment when discussing
monetary prospects.

Definition 8. Let S be a countable state space and let fi be an enumeration of the
outcomes of f . If there is a fk such that all outcomes { fi : fi ≺ fk} is considered bad
and all outcomes { fi : fi ≻ fk} are considered good then fk is a reference outcome.

To exemplify we may consider a good which is normally priced at 26$; how-
ever, due to an unforeseen shortage the price goes up by 4$. In this scenario a
consumer, who is aware of the normal price, may view the event of the unforeseen
shortage as a loss of 4$ and presumably treat it differently from how she would
treat a reduction in the price by the same amount. Mathematically we can sum-
marize this feature, known as sign dependency in the following way. Let yi be the
nominal result of event i and let yk be the outcome associated with the reference
event i = k. Then the reference dependent value of event i is xi = yi−yk. Given this
we redefine our notion of a prospect such that fi is the outcome associated with
event i dependent on the reference event.

Furthermore, we define positive and negative prospects in the following way

f+ =

{
f : f < fk

0 : f ≺ fk

And the negative prospects f− as f − f+. Using this we split our utility func-
tion so that the positive and negative prospects are evaluated differently. Specifi-
cally we require that the negative utility function u− is equal to zero for all positive
outcomes and similarly the positive utility function u+ is zero for all negative out-
comes.

Drawing from the sign dependency Kahneman and Tversky used a power func-
tion ( fi)

α as their utility function for prospects preferred to the reference outcome,
and−γ( f j)

α for prospect to which the reference outcome is preferred. In Figure 2
this interesting utility function can be seen as a graph.

The extension of Prospect Theory into the framework of Cumulative Utility is
done by Tversky and Kahneman (1992) who essentially use two different value
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Figure 2: An example of the ’kinked’ utility function used in Prospect Theory
exhibiting concavity for positive outcomes and convexity for negative ones.

x

y

functions: one for positive outcomes and one for negative outcomes. However,
before presenting the model we need to define what is meant by a reference act.

In the samemanner we define two decision weights, one for positive outcomes
and one for negative ones. The following definition is due to Tversky and Kahne-
man (1992). Remember that the ordering is such that f1 4 fk 4 fn and fk is the
reference outcome.

π+
j =


w+(pn) if j = n

w+(
n
∑

i= j
p j)−w+(

n
∑

i= j+1
p j) if j > k

0 if j ≤ k

The functionw here is a probability weight which was used earlier whenwe looked
at the models by Handa as well as Kahneman and Tversky. In a similar fashion
as for the positive part we have for the negative part of a prospect the following
decision weight.

π−
j =


0 if j > k

w−(
j

∑
i=1

p j)−w−(
j−1
∑
1

p j) if 1 < j ≤ k

w−(p1) if j = 1
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And within Cumulative Prospect theory we have to following

f < g ⇔ ∑
j∈S

π ju( f j)≥ ∑
j∈S

π ju(g j)

Thus we can write the value function for Cumulative Prospect Theory as.

V ( f ) = ∑
j∈S

π ju( f j) =
k

∑
j=1

π−
j u( f j)+

n

∑
j=k+1

π+
j u( f j)

Naturally cumulative prospect theory is not free from inconsistencies (see for
instance Birnbaum and Navarrete 1998); however, it is to my knowledge a best
buy theory in that it is the, currently, best explanation of how individuals make
their choices.

2.5 P W

As we have seen a central property of the non-expected utility theories is the prob-
ability weighting function w(p), which transform the objective probability of the
prospect into the probability that the DM perceives. In this section we will look
at two different parametrisations of the weights. The first is used by (Tversky and
Kahneman 1992) and has the following equation:

w+(p) =
pδ

(pδ +(1− p)δ )1/δ . (4)

The corresponding weight for negative prospects w− is the same as Equation
4 except that the value of the parameter δ differs between the positive and neg-
ative weights, further emphasizing the difference between f+ and f−. However
the Kahneman-Tversky weight is perhaps not the best choice as for low values of
δ , less than ≤ 0.278, then w(p) is not necessarily monotonically increasing, see
(Rieger and Wang 2006).

Another probability weight is presented by Prelec (1998) and it is based on the
compound invariance described in his paper. Compound invariance is restated
here in Definition 7. In it’s most general form the probability weight w+ in the
Prelec framework is:
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w+(p) = δ+e−β+(− ln p)γ
. (5)

Where as in (4) the corresponding parameters δ− and γ− of w−, are different
and independent from the parameters of the positive weight. Dependent on the
following assumptions by Prelec (1998) the parameters of Equation 5 can be sim-
plified.

Assumption4 (BoundaryContinuity). Thepreference relation< satisfiesbound-
ary continuity: for any x,y ∈ X such that y is preferred to x then there exist p,q ∈
(0,1) such that (x)< (y, p) and (y,q)< (x)

Assumption 5 (Subproportionality). The preference relation satisfies subpro-
portional: If x,y ∈ X and y is preferred to x then if for λ ∈ (0,1) and p ̸= q ∈ P, then
(x, p)∼ (y,q) implies (y,λ p)≻ (x,λ p).

For thenext assumptionweneed to define sets∆+ and ∆− such that for p,q,s,r ∈
S then

∆+[s,r] = {(x, p;y,q) : 0 < x < y,s ≤ q, p+q ≤ r}

and
∆−[s,r] = {(x, p,y,q) : y < x < 0,s ≤ q, p+q ≤ r} .

Furthermore we need two kinds of convexity ( and concavity). Let f and g be two
prospects in ∆+ and let 1 ≤ µ ≤ 1, if f ∼ g ⇒ g < µ f + (1 − µ)g we say that <
is quasiconvex on ∆+. If we instead require that g should be a certain outcome,
and not necessarily in ∆+[s,r], we say that < is certainty-equivalent-convex (CE-
convex) on ∆+[s,r].

Assumption 6 (Diagonal Concavity). If there is no nondegenerate interval [s,r]
such that < is quasiconvex and strictly CE-quasiconvex on ∆+[s,r] or ∆−[s,r], nor
quasiconcave and strictly CE-quasiconvex on ∆+[s,r] or ∆−[s,r]

To get an intuitive feeling for this principle we may look at the following explana-
tion (Prelec 1998)

A person who is willing to trade some - but not all - of the lottery tick-
ets for a better chance at a “consolation prize,” should, in some sense,
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derive a greater marginal benefit from trading the first rather than the
second ticket.

In Prelec’s article the consolation prize works in such away that the participant
can trade a ticket for a proportional chance of winning the consolation prize. If all
tickets are traded for the consolation prize then the participant will receive it for
certain.

Assumption 7 (Compound Invariance). The preference relation < is if for any
outcomes x,y,x′,y′ ∈ X , probabilities p,q,r,s ∈ P and an integer N ≥ 1, if we have
that (x, p)∼ (y,q) and (x,r)∼ (y,s) then (x′, pN)∼ (y′,qN) implies (x′,rN)∼ (y′,sN)

In words compound invariance require that if there are two prospects which a
DM is indifferent between as well as two other prospects with the same outcomes
(but not necessarily the same probabilities) which the DM is indifferent between
as well. If the first indifference is kept when the probabilities are compounded
then the second indifference will be kept as well. The compounding act here can
be understood as a doubling (when N = 2) of the event, such as instead of drawing
a card from a deck of cards the event is to draw a certain card from two decks. Or
Instead of rolling a six on a fair die the outcome requires rolling a six on each of
two dices.

By using these assumptionswe can derive different forms of the general Prelec-
weighting function (5), which holds whenever the preference relation < satisfies
the standard axioms of preference relations and it is compound invariant on (0,1).
In Table II possible values of the parameters for Equation 5 under different as-
sumptions can be seen, and in Figure 1 the weight e−(− ln p)0.7

is shown.

2.6 C P

A compounded probability is a multiplicative aggregation of individual probabili-
ties, which together describe the likelihood of a complex event. As an example we
may think of the probability for a fair coin to land heads up three times in a row,
which is 12,5 %. This is a compounded probability since the final probability is
achieved by multiplying three chances of 50 percent each together. Another more
interesting example would be a patient with a potentially lethal sickness facing the
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TABLE II: A summary over what values the parameters in Equation 5 can take
under what assumptions. Note that if compound invariance is assumed then
both δ ’s are equal to one, and thus they are excluded in this table.

Assumptions γ β
Compound Invariance γ > 0 β+,β− > 0
Subproportionality
Compound Invariance 0 < γ < 1 0 < β+,β− < 1

Diagonal Concavity
Subproportionality
Compound Invariance

0 < γ < 1 β+ = β− = 1

choice between operation and waiting it out. If the patient wait the probability of
surviving is 60 %; if she chose surgery there will be three operations each with a
85 % chance of survival, which will cure her for certain. What should she chose in
this situation and how much worse will an increase from exactly three operations
to three to five operations be?

Empirically it can be seen (Bar-Hillel 1973) that subjects favour larger com-
pounded probabilities such as .9n over the simple counterpart while at the same
time they favour the simple counterpart over the dual 1− (1−0.1)n compounded
probability. At a superficial glance this is similar to how the standard probabil-
ity weights introduced earlier work. Furthermore it is reasonable to assume that
the decision makers are able to distinguish and correctly handle prospects involv-
ing rounds with probabilities of one or zero. It would also be reasonable to as-
sume that the value of the compound-weighting function is similar to the ordinary
weighting function at any given round.

These desired properties, stated as assumptions, are:

Assumption 8. The compounding-weight should overvalue larger probabilities
and undervalue small ones.

This assumption is derived from empirical observations of the compounding
effect.

Assumption 9. The perceived probability h(p,r) should be equal to π(pi)when-
ever there is only one round, and for a given round k we have h(pi,k)∼ πi
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First part of this assumption is made necessary by the empirical observation
of ordinary probability weights since we want a weight with compounding to be-
have as a ordinary weight when there is no compounding. The second part is not
necessary but it seems reasonable to expect that for a given level of compounding
the weight should, partially, behave in the “usual” way with respects to changes
in probability. We can motivate this informally by noting that there should be no
decisive difference between a game where a coin is tossed once or a game where
it is tossed twice.

Assumption 10. The probability of h(pi,r) should be equal to 0 when for some i

pi = 0.

It is natural to expect that individuals should be able to correctly value prospects
when at some point the probability of proceeding in the game is reduced to zero.

Assumption 11. The value of h(1,r) should be equal to one.

Likewise a prospect in which winning is certain for every round should be in-
terpreted as a certain win.

If we use themathematical compounding on the cumulative probability weight
we would have the following formula.

n

∏
r=1

(πi) = (πi)
r

This approach would satisfy assumptions 9 to 11 but not the empirically im-
portant Assumption 8.

If we instead split the product into two factors we have πiπr−1
i . As working with

the compoundedweights in this case is outside the scope of the thesis; thus wewill
not assume comonotonicity for the compounding weights. Instead we shall derive
it from the probability weight directly. Let w(p) be the Prelec probability weight
w(p) = e−(− ln p)γ

. If we reflect this function around the line w(p) = p and take the
inverse we get a function ρ . Explicitly we have

ρ(p) = e−
(

ln
(

1
p

)) 1
ξ
,

18



where ξ is a variable controlling the distortion of ρ . We may additionally write
ρxi(p) to denote the dependence on ξ . In Figure 3 the function ρ(p) can be seen
plotted against the line w(p) = p, compare this to Figure 1 where the Prelec prob-

ability weight w(p) = e−(− ln(x))
1
2 is plotted against the line w(p) = p. To finalize

the construction of the compounded weight we take the factorized compounding
πr = π ·πr−1 and replaceπr−1 withρr−1. Thuswehave that the compoundedweight
is ω(p) = π(p)ρr−1.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 3: The compounding weight using the inverted Prelec probability
weight and γ = 0.5.

Itmay still be unclearwhyonewoulduse thismethodofmodelling compounded
probabilities rather than to simply take a function dependent on pr for calculating
the value of the compounded game. The answer is that two functions of which one
is concave and one convex will in part cancel each other if one take the composi-
tion of the two. If one instead follow the method outlined above there is a greater
possibility for control, and there is a clear distinction between the two effects of
distortion by compounding or ordinary distortion.
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3 M

To estimate the prospect value functionV : F →R Iwill use themodel for Cumula-
tive Prospect Theory from section 2.4, for the probability weight the Prelec frame-
work will be used and the utility function is given by the ordinary power func-
tion used by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and Tversky and Kahneman (1992).
Specifically the functionV [ f ] is given byV+[ f ] = ∑i∈S π+(pi) f α where the cumula-
tive weight π is the one for cumulative prospect theory. By design of the questions
we will only be concerned with non-negative prospects, thus we need not define

π−. Recall that π+(pi) = w+(
n
∑

i= j
p j)−w+(

n
∑

i= j+1
p j). As π+ depends on w we need to

specify the probability weight w. For this we will use the Prelec probability weight
w(p) = e−(− ln p)γ

.

An attractive approach would be to model the equation using a logit function1

dependent on the difference in the value functions of the prospects under consid-
eration. The purpose of such an approach is to loosen the predictionsmade by the
models for decision under risk. As for any of the models presented previously in
the thesis if V [ f ]>V [g] then f should always be preferred over g. However, it is a
reasonable assumption that a DM will make errors of judgement or perhaps mis-
interpret a question. This is the sort of randomness a logit model would correct
for. By following this path we would have the following model, see (Stott 2006;
Murphy and Brincke 2014; Mosteller and Nogee 1951),

P( f ≻ g) =
1

1+ eϕ(V ( f )−V (g))
.

Where P( f ≻ g) should be interpreted as the probability of choosing f over g.

The variable ϕ controls the “randomness” of the logit model; a lower value of
ϕ will reduce the impact of the difference in value betweenV ( f ) and V (g). If ϕ = 0
we would have P( f ≻ g) = 1

1+e0 = 1
2 . This parameter becomes very useful if one

were to, for instance, change the currency at which a prize is paid out; as a prize of
100 SEK will have a different value, and thus different impact in the logit model,
than a prize of 10€.

1for a mathematical definition see for instance Hogg and Tanis (2010)
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Due to the nature of the questions and the model the logit model is not viable
since the regression does not converge. Instead amodel discussed byMurphy and
Brincke (2014) will be used. Thismodel is a simple grid search trying different pa-
rameter values and comparing the total explanatory power of different parameter
values. The way it is done is to first create a vector C1 with c1

i the i:th value in
C1. For a pair of prospects fi and gi the vector C1 is such that c1

i = 1 when f ≻ g

i.e. when the DM chose f over g. Furthermore we say that the observation is ex-
plained whenever V (Ai) > 0 if c1

i = 1 or V ( fi) < 0 if c1
i = 0. When V ( fi) = 0 any

choice is explained.

Now let C2 be another vector which instead of the actual, observed, choices
it is defined such that c2

i = 1 whenever Vα,γ( fi) ≥ Vα ,γ(g), and c2
i = 0 if Vα ,γ( fi) <

Vα,γ(g). Finally, we construct a vector C∗ such that c∗i = 1 if and only if we have
that the vector of observed values C1 agrees with the vector of theoretical values
C2. Specifically c∗i = 1 ⇔ c1

i = c2
i .

Let the number of observations be m then the sum of the vector C∗, ∑m
i=1 c∗i

is the number of observations which can be explained by V [ f ] with parameters
α and γ . Thus the ratio ∑m

i=1 ci
m is the ratio of explained observations for the param-

eters α and γ , and we wish to find maxα,γ .

3.1 Q

The questions are sectioned into two parts: the first consists of binary choice
problems where DM is supposed to chose between a sure gain of 500 SEK and
a gamble yielding two different outcomes with equal probabilities; second part is
equivalent-value where the DM is to decide an amount of SEK which would be
equally good as to take a equal probability gamble

In the first part the gambles have a form similar to that of Table IV, which
should be interpreted as a Gamble A giving 500 SEK or certain and a Gamble B
paying either 425 or 610 with an equal probability of 0.5 each. The gamble is
calculated so that for given values of the parameters the internally expected value
of Gamble B is equal to receiving 500 SEK for certain. For this particular choice
the DM should be indifferent between 500 SEK for certain and an equal 50-50
chance of either 425 or 610 SEK.w In Appendix 5 a table of internally expected
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TABLE III: Part one questions.

[
500

408
633

] [
500

255
930

] [
500

350
610

]
[

500
365
700

] [
500

255
940

] [
500

270
880

]
[

500
175
1160

] [
500

120
1560

] [
500

145
1470

]
[

500
210
110

] [
500

350
760

] [
500

380
710

]

values is provided for the reader. All the gambles used in part one can be found in
Table III.

TABLE IV: A representative binary choice problem[
500

425
610

]

The binary choice problems utilize that w(1) = 1 for all possible values of the
parameter γ in order to create what I call internally expected values, where the
value of the gamble agrees with the certain win internally. For equal probabilities
in a two-outcome gamble we have

u(500) = (w(1,γ)−w(0.5,γ))u( f1,α)+w(0.5,γ)u( f2,α)⇒

f2 =

(
500α − (1−w(0.5,γ))u f α

1
w(0.5,γ)

) 1
α

Thus for given values of α and γ we have a mapping f1 7→ f2. So we can find,
for any value f1 such that f1 < f2, the value f2. Note that we have to check that the
first value if not larger than the first so that the required ordering f1 < f2 holds.

For the second part of the questionnaire the questions are similar to the first
in that only the value 500 is changed for a white space, where the DM is supposed
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to write the amount of money that feels equal to the gamble.
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TABLE V: Ratio of subject who picked the sure gain over the lottery in the cor-
responding question

[35%] [71%] [50%]
[50%] [64%] [64%]
[57%] [36%] [36%]
[100%] [29%] [36%]

4 R

For the part one questions the ratio of subjects who did pick the certain win in
each of the twelve choices is presented in Table V. Notable in the table is that in the
10:th gamble every subject picked the sure gain over the lottery, this is however not
as remarkable as it may seem. For in fact the sure gain stochastically dominates
the lottery in a transparent way. Furthermore there is a quite low acceptance in
the lower right section of the equivalent internal expectations table, Table VI),
which is the expected result since these bets feature a low α and a high γ .

A contour plot of the fraction of choices explained by the different values of the
parameters can be found in Figure 4. As can be seen the better explanation can be
found for lower values of γ and higher values of α . Conversely the lowest degree
of explanations can be found for the opposite ranges of values. Furthermore, low
values of both parameters have a higher degree of explanatory power than joint
higher parameter values.
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Figure 4: A contour plot of fractions of explained choices for different values
of α and γ . The values go from low in the blue/violet spectra to the high in
red/maroon.
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5 C

From the estimations we can assume that for our final cumulative utility model2

the parameter values are around α = 0.7 and γ = 0.3, as can be interpreted from
Figure 4. However, there is no similar proof of any difference in the evaluation of
composite probabilities using the following form ∏ pi ∼ ∏e−(− ln pi)

γ
, similar to the

conclusion of Budescu and Fischer (2001) . In fact there is some reason to assume
that themultiplication of probabilities work in a different fashion, not showing the
same kind of distortion by a probability weight. Even so, considering the results
of Budescu, there is still some possibility that a more carefully constructed ques-
tionnaire with regards to the compounded probabilities may exhibit probability
distortion.

To conclude the thesis, we have gone from the question of what a fair prize of
the st Petersburg Paradox game is to themajor models for discrete gambles under
risk. Furthermore, we have investigated the presence of probability weighting in
compounded games, of which the st Petersburg Paradox is an example, and esti-
mated parameters. Using this we can attempt to calculate a prize for the paradox.

2is not strictly a CPT-model as it features no changes in sign for the current experimental data
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TABLE VI: Equal-value gambles

γ = .3 γ = .4 γ = .5 γ = .6 γ = .7
α = 1.0 408,633 350,610 250,825 300,745 150,910

α = 0.7 255,930 310,800 275,845 340,720 385,645

α = 0.6 400,660 425,610 365,700 155,1120 190,1000

α = 0.5 185,1230 210,1100 255,940 270,880 355,700

α = 0.4 380,710 350,760 290,880 265,920 175,1160

α = 0.3 295,950 170,1460 185,1310 145,1470 120,1560
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